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improvements

instant results

pop up food stores

gain of time

produce/food stands
restricted access

prison commissary

vending machines

secondary food stores

gas stations
convenience stores

credit card

fundraisers

door to door sales

in person

payment transaction

cash

delivery trucks

touchpoint to touchpoint

SNAP benefits

bulk store

smart shelf notification

high end/specialty

primary food stores

grocery stores

product inventory

co-ops

virtual browsing

mom & pop

virtual cart

major chains

graphical user interfaces

online check-out

super stores
farmers markets

ANALYTICAL MAPPING

user to device

ads

IVR menu selections

CONCEPT MAP

request
fill-out a promotion form

customer service communication

fill-out order form
reward program communication
touching food

user-to-object

browsing in person

gazing / browsing

browsing online
browse catalogs

coupon cutting
comparison shopping
augmented reality interfaces
product promotion

device-to-user

status updates
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push notifications

coupons
marketing
distance
shopping carts

parking

obstacles
other shoppers

interactions

transportation

crowding

(WHAT IS) FOOD SHOPPING
(EXPERIENCE)

public transportation
no social stigma/judgment
limited
privacy

human contact

crowding
navigation issues

other customers

ines

How research and preliminary
analyses of design challenges
are presented is critical to design
practices today, especially when
working in interdisciplinary teams.

mail carrier/service

delivery driver

service delivery
chat

virtual customer service

email

human to human

message

store mascot
butcher/baker/specialty
cashier

employees

sales assistant
manager
customer service
negotiation

customer to farmer

consumer education

Being able to use visual/textual
form in order to summarize and
present information is a needed
skill in the graphic design
acumen.

pop-up ads
magazine inserts

advertising

displays
weekly mailers/inserts
push notifications

digital advertising

This concept map was created
by considering the food shopping
experience and situating it within
a larger and tangential system.

beacon technology

new way of payments
phone become the reward/store card
smartphone application

mail order

website

computer

pop-up ad

telephone
Remote Shopping

mobile devices

smart/connected devices

online / virtual store

online application

smartphones

reward program

online gestion

tablets

online offers

smart fridge

smart fridges application / interface

smart beacons

catalog
magazine

order form

public phone
feedback

satisfaction survey card

suggestions
credit card terminal
self checkout

Primary food source: A store or venue
that provides a exhaustive and varied range
of food products, that cover a users basic
dietary requirements.

credit card

point of sale

Government Benefits/SNAP
Cash

payment

Check
Pay Service (e.g. PayPal)
pop-up display ads
ad integrated credit card terminal

in-store point-of-sale advertising

counter-top mats
coupon machines

Secondary food source: Provides food
along with other products, but food is
not necessarily the primary product, or it
provides a narrower range of options.

pop-up ads
banner ads

online advertising

video ads
product imagery/photos
billboards

advertising

magazine’s ads

touchpoints

leaflets / flyers ad

print advertising

coupons / vouchers
reward programs

Shopping: An activity where a customer
browses goods with the intent to purchase

product packaging
store information
products information

social media

promotions information

audio / IVR advertising
product choice

Touchpoint: Any way a consumer can
interact with a business, whether it be
person-to-person, through a website, an
app or any form of communication.

numerical pad

input

digital wayfinding
in store wayfinding

wayfinding

signage
prices
promotions

notifications
email

smartphone

telephone
landline
public phone

Interaction: An action that occurs
between a user and an touchpoint or other
environmental factors
Expectation: Belief or assumption about
an experience.

employees
market stall
delivery

mailbox

coupons
follow customer

beacon technology

recipe recommendation
smart carts application
recommended in-store route

touchscreen

smart cart

items list

shopping carts

functionality
wipes

cleanliness

traditional shopping carts

availability

amenities
food samples

deli
bakery

specialty centers

pharmacy
rewards
reward card
member-only promotions

application form

reward program

Entering the Store
Experience Trigger

Break

‘‘I just want to get this done, I’ll get the small basket!’’

EXISTING EXPE RIENCE

SPECULATIVE EXPE RIENCE

Actions
-

ANALYTICAL MAPPING

glancing at the surprising exotic decoration
choosing a small basket
walking towards aisles
guessing what direction to take to find the bread

Experience Trigger

Experience Trigger

‘‘Yay free samples!’’

‘‘Yay free samples!’

Thoughts

SHOPPING EXPERIENCE MAP

Actions

Actions

- how much will it cost me in this store?
- will I find exotic products?
- store is smaller than I expected

- tasting free samples,
- curious of finding more "French" labeled products
in the store

- tasting yummy samples and
looking around the store

Feelings

Thoughts

Thoughts

- concerned not to find good bread in the store

- this store is a great discovery
- all their products have unique traits

- nice experience having the ability to try samples of
unique sorts of products,
- fun experience to discover products that I didn't
know about

Experience

Feelings
- I feel empowered and able to really
know what I am buying

Feelings
- nice break after my disappointment with the bread

Design As Cognitive Artifact,
North Carolina State University

ENJOYABILITY

Popcorn with
Vegan Tikka
Masala Seasoning

Spicy Dill flavored
Kettle Cooked
Potato Chips

Organic

HELPFULNESS

REF. TO FRANCE

Green Tea

RESPONSIVENESS

SHOPPING EXPERIENCE MAP
Considering the research from the
previous concept map regarding
food shopping experiences, I
designed an experience map
retracing the food shopping
experience of a specific person.
The map is showing the first-time
shopping experience of a French
shopper at Trader Joe’s, in both
contexts of an existing experience
and a speculative experience
in which a variable has been
changed to positively impact the
shopper’s experience.

& Lemonade

Experience

Experience

Browsing the store

Clement Bordas & Grace Anne Foca

EXISTING EXPE RIENCE

Shopping
Experience
Map

SPECULATIVE EXPE RIENCE

ENJOYABILITY

ENJOYABILITY

HELPFULNESS

French

Crousty
crust

Loaf

spongy
dough

Loaf

REF. TO FRANCE

RESPONSIVENESS

Garlic

RESPONSIVENESS

REF. TO FRANCE

HELPFULNESS

Check Out

Bread

EXISTING EXPE RIENCE

SPECULATIVE EXPE RIENCE

Corn

French

Soft

Rolls

First-Time French Shopper
at Trader Joe’s

Bread

Crousty

Rolls

Rolls

Experience Trigger

Experience Trigger

‘‘Time to go.’’

Organic

French

French

Baguette

Baguette

Actions

Organic

Poppy Seed

Corn

Cereal

Baguette

‘‘I cannot wait to try all those products!’’

Bread

Baguette

Actions

- paying for bread and other products

- paying for all the yummy products
- looking at the international quality program
- interacting nicely with the employee

Thoughts

Planning
Experience Trigger
‘‘I need to buy some good bread. I should try a new
place… Trader Joe’s!’’

Experience Trigger

Experience Trigger

‘‘Oh look at all this French bread!’’

‘‘Oh look at all the bread! Yum!’’

- how to prepare the food I bought
- hoping to have made a good choice
- thinking about coming back for other products
discovered
- wishing to have incentive to come back or
proposition of any kind of reward

Actions

Actions

Feelings

-

-

- mixed feelings

being interpelled by "French" labeled products
looking for desired products: crusty bread
searching for cheeses and wine
discovering unknown products
getting familiar with the store (assortment and
disposition of products)

Thoughts
- looking forward to eating the
food and returning to the store
Feelings

looking at products for their qualities
reading descriptions about the products
discovering new products and tasting them
looking at associated products

- happy and excited

Thoughts

Actions
- planning for grocery shopping for the trio of bread,
cheese and wine
Thoughts

- expecting and hoping to find a wide range of bread
- impressed by product assortment

Thoughts

Shopping
List
bread
cheese
wine

- expecting and hoping to find his desired products
with the same quality as those in France (type:
baguette, quality)
- comparing to past experiences for same products
in the USA (type: "French baguette", sliced loaf,
quality: not crusty

Experience

Feelings

Experience

- interested in available choices
- curious about the secondary products

Feelings

- hoping to find good quality products
- thinking about past experiences in differents stores
- thoughts about the name of the store

- excited by all the “French” labeled products
- happy to discover such an interest
in the French cuisine
Experience

Experience

Feelings

ENJOYABILITY

ENJOYABILITY

- excited to discover a new store and new products
Experience

ENJOYABILITY

ENJOYABILITY
HELPFULNESS

HELPFULNESS

REF. TO FRANCE

RESPONSIVENESS

HELPFULNESS

REF. TO FRANCE

REF. TO FRANCE

RESPONSIVENESS

RESPONSIVENESS

RESPONSIVENESS

REF. TO FRANCE

HELPFULNESS

Result
EXISTING EXPE RIENCE

SPECULATIVE EXPE RIENCE

Selecting Product
ENJOYABILITY

HELPFULNESS

REF. TO FRANCE

EXISTING EXPE RIENCE

RESPONSIVENESS

SPECULATIVE EXPE RIENCE

Experience Trigger

Experience Trigger

‘‘Oh wait, this French Baguette has nothing to do with
a French Baguette!’’

‘‘I wonder if this baguette will taste as good as they
said. But let’s try this corn bread!’’

Actions

Actions

- comparing the most interesting choices available for
my desired products
- evaluating/judging the quality of the interesting
products based on my expectations
- picking my selection

- focusing on the descriptive, qualitative traits
of the products
- making a purchase decision based on the set of
information provided
- using my senses to make a decision: looking at
the bread, feeling the bread, tasting the bread

Summary

Summary

Thoughts
Thoughts

- should I try one of the bread?
- the baguette is soft and white
- I could toast the bread

- great selection of bread
- opportunities for discovery

For a French customer, shopping in Trader Joe’s
is a confusing experience. The signage and products
are unique and decorative, resulting in a prolonged
shopping experience full of distractions. Staying
focused on the customer’s desired products is very

Feelings

Entering the Store
Experience Trigger
‘‘I just want to get this done, I’ll get the small basket!’’

Feelings

- frustrated by the false
advertising behind the label,
“French”
- disappointed by the poor
quality of the bread

- exited to discover and
get to try new products
- happy with the experience

difficult, especially when those products do not
match the expectations of the French customer.
He enters the store with knowledge of French
product quality. When he sees the bold signs for
French food, he is then hoping to find the same quality
of product that he knows. But he analyzes the food and

Experience

is immediately disappointed that the products do
not match his expectations. As a result, the French

Experience

customer is more likely to complain to other
international customers about his disappointing
shopping experience and will unlikely return to buy
French products at Trader Joe’s.

Actions
-

glancing at the surprising exotic decoration
choosing a small basket
walking towards aisles
guessing what direction to take to find the bread

Overall Experience

ENJOYABILITY

ENJOYABILITY

In this speculative design, we chose to remove the
“French” labels and replace them with descriptive
and qualitative labels that prevent creating false
expections of the customers. We want to give the
customer a better idea of what he will buy instead
of associating the food with cultural labels.
Stereotypes such as those lead to associated
assumptions or expectations. As a result of this
speculative experience, we predict that the French
customer will have a much more enjoyable
experience overall because he will not be
consistently disappointed by “French” products
that do not meet his expectations. In addition, the
customer will feel empowered by knowing exactly
what he is buying and what he can do with those
products. The French customer will be more likely
to recommend Trader Joe’s to other international
customers and to return to the store.

Overall experience

Thoughts
HELPFULNESS

REF. TO FRANCE

RESPONSIVENESS

RESPONSIVENESS

REF. TO FRANCE

HELPFULNESS

- how much will it cost me in this store?
- will I find exotic products?
- store is smaller than I expected

ENJOYABILITY

ENJOYABILITY

Feelings
HELPFULNESS

- concerned not to find good bread in the store

REF. TO FRANCE

RESPONSIVENESS

RESPONSIVENESS

REF. TO FRANCE

HELPFULNESS

and
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emotions

Anticipation
of problems

after mixed first
experience

anxious

of loosing time,
of technical glitches

concerned

with effectiveness
of the service

convenience

motives

Annoyance and
anxiety

APPLIED ACTIVITY THEORY

Applying the framework of activity
theory, I designed this map to
express the progression and cycle of
a millennial’s self-checkout journey.
The map includes the visualization of
a shift in the millennial’s experience,
perception, motive, emotion and
reasoning and shows how it both
influenced his/her situation on the
learning curve and the design and/
or use of the object. This is creating
new cycles of subsequent activity.

give an other try

from the questions and
repetitive commands
of theself-checkout
machine

and

avoiding lines
self service

perceptions

having
control

scanning,
bagging

efficiency

self-service,
feedback

ways of rea
sonin
g

relief

motives

having control, no
assistance needed

save time

pleasure

speed,
immediacy

convenience
avoiding lines
self service

that cau
se

having
control

scanning,
bagging

Impressed

direct
feedback

relief

being
empowered

save time,
gratification

perceptio
ns

no anxiety

no staff
interaction

projection

trust and excitement

emotions

having control, no
assistance needed

pleasure

speed,
simplicity

norms

design,
ergonomic,
technology

relying on
technology

save time

items, prices
on screen

scanner,
scale,
feedback

knowledge

efficiency

motives

Thrilled, excited

escaping lines,
getting out faster

accuracy

complains and frustrations
having to ask for help,
negating the self service
experience

Engagement
to innovative
solutions

immediacy

ha

Contradiction between
self-checkout and staff
assistance needed
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Consumer
satisfaction
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to
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getting out
faster

happy
speed

Practitioner

being
empowered

save time,
gratification

values
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emotions

Annoyances of

Excited for having
control, but
frustrated for
having to require
staff assistance.
Anxiety, impatient,
disappointed.

eng
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trust and excitement

confidence

experience
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se

More steps
than expected

Mixed feelings interruptions
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ANALYTICAL MAPPING

ways of reasoni
ng discovery
emotions excited of change
motives
try something new
perceptions

autonomy

getting out
faster

convenience
avoiding lines
self service

empowerment,
usability
privacy,
ergonomic,
appeal
functionality
(instructions,
efficiency
guidance)
self-service,
s
direct access to
feedback

having
control

immediacy

bagging

escaping lines,
getting out faster

ha

Redfined of
self-checkout
experience

direct
feedback

accuracy

items, prices
on screen

reader

Innovative
Technologies

no anxiety

norms

used in stores

design,
ergonomic,
technology

no staff
interaction

projection

doing like
other

autonomy

doing like
other

Call staff assistance

(Expected promotion
not visible on the screen)

Get ready for payment
Avoid
interaction
with staff

Wait for staff assistance
to show ID to purchase
alcohol
Set a product with a
barcode in front of
the scanner

Scanner

goa
ls
ng
olvi
, inv
s
e
s
in orde
r to process his own purcha

(Find the right angle for the
barcode to be read)

Pick-up product
from basket or cart

Use previous
experience to go
faster in the
process

act
ions

Listen to the vocal
commands of the
machine

Set a product without a
barcode on the scale

(Choose the right product on
the screen)

Improve result
from past
experience

Set a product with a
barcode in front of
the scanner

Set a product with a
barcode in front of
the scanner

goa
ls

acti
ons

(To weigh fruits
or vegetables)

Touchscreen user
interface

(As the feedback of the
interaction with the
scanner and
the scale)

Scale

(To weigh fruits
or vegetables)

Touchscreen user
interface

(As the feedback of the
interaction with the
scanner and
the scale)

Learn new RFID
self-checkout
machine

RFID Reader
(Antenna)

t
ac
er
int

Pick-up product
from basket or cart

RFID Reader (Antenna)
(To read RFID products)

goa
ls

Have the product read
by the RFID Reader

(To read RFID products)

(Proxomity with the reader
is enough)

ng
olvi
, inv
s
e
s
in orde
r to process his own purcha

Review feedback
on the screen

list of items,
price of products

Touchscreen user
interface

ct
era
int

th
th
wi

Touchscreen user
interface

(As the feedback of the
interaction with the RFID
Reader)

Pick-up product
from basket or cart

(As the feedback of the
interaction with the RFID
Reader)

act
ions

Past Experiences

Present phone to
RFID reader

OR
act
ions

Perceptions
Motives
Emotions
Ways of reasoning

Social
& Cutural
Settings

in ord
ving
er to pro
cess his own purchases, invol

rep
etiti
ons
Activity

Bag the products

Goals
Actions
Repetitions

Practitioner

Object
Expert

(To read RFID products)

Touchscreen user
interface

i
w
ct
a
er
int

Keep saving
time

Expert

RFID Reader (Antenna)

(As the feedback of the
interaction with the RFID
Reader)

Expert
Novice

(Find the right angle for the
barcode to be read)

Bag the products

Persona

(Find the right angle for the
barcode to be read)

Pick-up product
from basket or cart

Scale

(To scan
barcodes)

previously scanned
in store

Learning

Slowinf down for
being too fast for the
machine

ct
era
int

th
th
wi

(To scan
barcodes)

Save time

Pay for products

th
the
se
lfch
ec
ko
ut
ma
ch
ine

Learn
self-checkout
machine

(Choose the right product on
the screen)

Scanner

20s to 30s
technology driven
immediacy
open to change
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ut m
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ine

Set a product without a
barcode on the scale

sel
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hec
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t ma
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e

Save time

(Help to find the product)

w
ith
the
ne
w

Call staff assistance

20s to 30s
technology driven
immediacy
open to change
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era
ct

(Price summary)
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Check feedback
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sel
f-ch
eck
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mac
hine

Avoid
interaction
with staff

Have the product read
by the RFID Reader

(Proxomity with the reader
is enough)

Confirm process
efficiency
Pick-up product
from basket or cart

goa
ls

rep
etiti
ons

in ord
er to pr
ocess his ow
n purchases, involving

INTERACTION DESIGN

CONCEPT MAP AND HI-FI DESIGN
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thousands of heirloom / inherited
have disappeared
Heirloom varieties vs commercial
varieties
(from National Geography)

for

a handful of commercial varieties
of fruits and vegetables

comparison of USDA listings of
seed varieties sold by commercial
US seed houses in 1903 with those
in the US National Seed Storage
Laboratory (National Center for
Genetic Resources Preservation)
in 1983

1983 study
by the Rural Advancement
Foundation International

COLORFUL PALATE

93% of varieties had gone extinct

22 volumes inventory of France’s
culinary heritage (L’inventaire du
patrimoine culinary de la France)
Euroterroir project
increasing moves to record and
catalogue foods

Considering the framework of
activity theory, I designed this
concept map from my research
on the erosion of agriculture
bio-diversity of food plants and
its impact on the interactions/
experiences within the food
system.
From this research, I designed
a high-fidelity prototype for the
website of the Institute for the
Protection of the Agricultural
Bio-diversity of Food Plants.
Designed as an activist tool and
somewhat propaganda tool, I
developed a rationale around the
idea of an endangered colorful
agricultural biodiversity that could
remove all the shades in our eyes.

Slow Food Movement (Agricola
Slow Food) to protect traditional
Italian foods and food culture

increasing awareness of the
alarming reduction of agricultural
bio-diversity of food plants and
domestic animals

preservation farms
conservation activities

traditional repository of old
varieties

pbm:
- urbanization imply decrease in
home cultivation
- turning to hybrid varieties instead
of traditional open-pollinated
varieties propagated for
generations

the domestic garden

recognition of the urgency of the
diminution of culture which
disappearing foods and food
traditions represent
Reduction of agricultural biodiversity
(from Disappearing Foods: Studies
in Food and Dishes at Risk:
Proceedings of the Oxford
Symposium on Food and Cookery,
Dying of starvation in the
supermarket,1994)

invitation to epidemics disease and
higher risk of entire uniform crops
being wiped out
small gene pool more and more
reliant on synthetic chemicals for its
contemporary protection

requires greater use of chemicals
such as pesticides

“genetic erosion”: the loss of
varieties of crop plants and breeds
of domestic animals, loss of the
agricultural bio-diversity (food
security)

leading to

development of resistance to
fungicide

genetic uniformity

animal proteins
added fats and sugars

standardization for productivity and
profit

a template diet for the world

refined carbohydrates
lack of micronutrient responsible of
both hunger and obesity

increased reliance on fewer and
fewer higher yielding varieties of
crops to the exclusion of other
older locally adapted varieties,
narrowing options for the future

paradox of the specialization of
modern farming that MORE
(increased productivity) has meant
LESS in terms of variety

crops need to be uniform in size and
need ton reach maturity at the same
simultaneously to facilitate mechanical
harvesting

increasing mechanization of
farming

Books:
The threatened gene, The silent
spring

leading to

mono-cultures
encouraged by CAP (Common
Agricultural Policy)

economically rewarding productivity
and high yields
but, have implications on long term
soil quality seen with more and
more needs for fertilizer because
the ground cannot hold it anymore

impact on cultural diversity of
‘cuisines’ 167

estimates that since the turn of the
century, 75% of the genetic
diversity of the world has been lost

“of a possible 80,000 species of
edible plants, no more than 150
species are widely cultivated, of
those, only 12 provide about 80%
of our food, and no more than 3
species – rice, maize, wheat –
provides more than 60% of our
food”

estimates that 95% of the world’s
calories come from 30 species

The UN’Food & Agriculture Org
(FAO)

estimates that of 30,000 edible
plant species, we cultivate 150
interconnections between the
diversity itself are what is important
and overlook leading to the
destruction of an eco-system

The reduction of agriculture
bio-diversity of food plants (fruits
vegetables) - “Genetic Erosion”

80% of the human diet is provided
by plants
only 5 cereal crops provide 60% of
energy intake

Simulation / illusion

a perceived limitless of variety of
products
illusion of choices
it reinforces the idea of simulation
within the place of the grocery
store
how the food is grown and what
we eat: decision taken by the few
companies

Product Variety (Product
Proliferation)
in a grocery store environment

Expanding or restricting
customer’s choices
Paradox of product variety and
concentration in our food system

Reality

control of the food system from
the farms to the aisles of the
store

only a few companies own all the
brands we see
corn is everywhere

same raw materials

soybean oils

(processed cheese to beer, corn
syrup, major component of
animal feed)
in all processed foods

raw material under the control
of very few companies

fake variety

85% of all corn and 91% of all soy
grown in the US is under the
control of Monsanto, which as
been recently bought by Bayer

make more profits on cheapness
of raw material mass produced
alternative of mass produced
food can be too expensive

healthier alternatives

heirloom varieties of crop plants
and breeds of domestic animals

agricultural bio-diversity
genetic erosion
genetic uniformity

favored by industrialized agriculture
over locally adapted, pest and
drought-resistant varieties

do not “breed true”

“hybrid” “F1” hybrid varieties

Themes

hybrid varieties vs openpollinated varieties
(http://extension.oregonstate.edu/
gardening/how-are-hybrid-andopen-pollinated-vegetablesdifferent)

meaning, they do not produce
seeds that will grow into plants
exactly like themselves, which
means for the home gardener that
reliable seed cannot be saved from
hybrid plants

hybrid is the result of a controlled
pollination between two different
genetically uniform variety

new seeds have to be bought every
year

have more uniform characteristics,
making crops more predictable in
quality and this profitable (yield
more)

Most U.S. production farmers want their whole crop to
mature at once and be of uniform color and size hybrids help them do this. If you are a home gardener
who wants to save and trade seed with friends or an
heirloom gardener who is interested in saving and
preserving old varieties, then some open-pollinated
varieties will be for you. Most home gardeners grow
both open pollinated varieties and hybrids.

produce seeds that will grow into
plants more or less like their parents
plants though less uniform
“heirloom” “open pollinated” “”
open pollinated varieties

seeds can be saved for next
season

self pollinated or pollinated by
insects
Some seed companies that sell a good number of
open-pollinated varieties include: Nichols Garden
Nursery, 1190 North Pacific Highway, Albany, Ore.
97321-4580; Seed Saver's Exchange, 3076 N. Winn
Rd., Decorah, Iowa 52101; Territorial Seed Company,
P.O. Box 157, Cottage Grove, Ore. 97424-0061.

climate smart agriculture

sustainable food and agriculture

find best alternatives to respond to
the impact of climate change and
support sustainability
enhancement and protection of the
natural resources: ecosystems and
biodiversity

support and improvement of local institutions

develop capacities and motivate

Institute for the Protection of the
Agricultural Bio-diversity of Food Plants

the variety of raw material
diminishes

DESIGN RESEARCH VISUALIZATIONS
Design As Cognitive Artifact,
North Carolina State University

SHOPPING EXPERIENCE MAP
PERSONA

LITERATURE MAP

Clement Bordas (2016)
Persona diagram

DESIGN RESEARCH METHODS
Persona, literature map and data
representation map designed for
the design of a research portfolio
along with the submission of a
research proposal.

Kasey is a 34 year-old social justice and equality advocate. He received his M.Ed. in Adult and Higher Education
and B.A. in Letters from the University of Oklahoma. He now works in the Gender + Equality Center from
the same university since 2012, and he currently serves as the Associate Director of LGBTQ and Health Programs.
In this role, he oversees LGBTQ program efforts for the University that include Ally education and awareness
initiatives that support, welcome, and celebrate LGBTQ students on campus. In addition, he is responsible for
the health programs for the Center, including safer-sex education, breast health awareness, and healthy
perspectives on body image.
On daily baisis, Kasey advises student groups, such as the LGBTQ Program Advisory Board, Greek Ally Task Force,
Sexperts, and Mosaic Executive Committee, to promote student development and a space for students to have a
voice. His work in social justice advocacy and commitment to equality was recognized with the Robert D. Lemon
Social Justice Award in 2013.
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SPECULATIVE INTERFACE

STORYBOARDS

New Information Environments,
North Carolina State University
Eye Tracking in Learning Environment - Online Course
Infancy

GAZE STUDIES
Considering eye-tracking
technology, I developed a range
of studies where I investigated
the use of gaze as a way to
navigate, change hierarchy on a
page or furthermore, to enhance
the user’s learning activity.
Each study has been developed
in both an infancy and a maturity
stage where in one hand the
technology is just overlayed
on our current use of the
computer and on the other
hand, the technology and the
computer have both fully merged
to enhance the user’s gaze
experience.

Eye Tracking in Learning Environment - Online Course
Maturity
Infancy

Maturity

In this series, I looked at
the context of the learning
environment and a student’s
interaction with an online course
where the student would be able
to follow the professor’s gaze on
the screen. This should allow for
the enhancement of the student
learning experience. I also looked
at the use of the eye-tracking data
to provide the student information
regarding his reading and
analysis efficiency of the content.

Focused area

Student is accessing the online
course on his computer

Eye Tracking in Learning Environment
Infancy

Professor’s gaze is visible
on the screen helping
student following the
course

Student
is accessing
online Professor’s
Professor’s
gaze
is visible
Student
is accessing
thethe
online
gaze
is visible
course
computer
screen
helping
course
on on
hishis
computer
on on
thethe
screen
helping
student
following
student
following
thethe course
course

Student gaze is
matching content from
main area and legend

Eye Tracking in Learning Environment
Infancy
Maturity

Eye Tracking in Learning Environment
Maturity
Infancy

Student is accessing the online
course on his computer

When student’s gaze matches professor’s
gaze an additional content pop up as an
overlay

Maturity

Three Key Notions

Three Key Notions

Three Key Notions

Link 1 - Link 2 - Link 3 - Link 4

Link 1 - Link 2 - Link 3 - Link 4

Link 1 - Link 2 - Link 3 - Link 4
Link 1 - Link 2 - Link 3 - Link 4

Link 1 - Link 2 - Link 3 - Link 4

Link 1 - Link 2 - Link 3 - Link 4

You haven’t found the third key notion yet.

Link 1 - Link 2 - Link 3 - Link 4

Link 1 - Link 2 - Link 3 - Link 4

Here is what you covered and what you missed

Here is what you covered and what you missed

35100

Missing
Score

65100

Coverage
Score

35100

Missing
Score

65100

Coverage
Score

Positive gaze
Gaze focus activites hot areas and
important notions become highlighted

Gaze focus activite hot
Gaze focus activites hot areas and
areas and important notions
important notions become highlighted
became highlighted

An outline regarding the
key notion is automatically
create providing extra
content to the student

Gaze
activites
Gazefocus
focus
activitehot
hotareas and
important
notions
become
highlighted
areas and
important
notions
became highlighted

Eye tracking data
collected provide a
feedback regarding the
student reading

Gaze on red areas activates
extra content for the
student

Negative gaze

Eye tracking data
collected provide a
feedback regarding the
student reading

SPECULATIVE INTERFACE

STORYBOARDS

New Information Environments,
North Carolina State University
GAZE STUDIES
In this series, I explored how
gaze could have an impact on
the hierarchy and organization
of the content on a web page.
The patterns from the user’s gaze
behavior could impact the way
the information is presented to
him in order to help him to access
more relevant information or
organize content based on the
user’s reactions.

Eye Tracking and Specialisation of Research Content Results
Infancy
User uses the eye gaze navigation to manipulate the content by using the
sidebar preferences.

Sidebar preferences

Eye Tracking and Specialisation of Research Content Results
Infancy

Non-related content to
gazed-at article

User’s interests
shown by the size
of content

Eye Tracking and Specialisation of Content Based on Interest
Infancy
Eye Tracking and Specialisation of Content Based on Interest
Maturity
Infancy

Dwell time action nb.1: open menu actions
Dwell time action nb.2:
like a content

Maturity
Maturity

Copy

Focused area
detected based on
dwell time and gaze
behavior

Focused area
detected based on
dwell time and gaze
behavior
Dwell time actions

Maturity

User uses the eye gaze navigation to manipulate the content presented.
The more the content is looked at the more this content gets visible and
the hierarchy of the content changes to let relevant content be presented
to the user

Related content to
gazed-at article

Research content results

Eye Tracking and Specialisation of Content Based on Interest
Infancy

Maturity

Dwell time action nb.1: open menu actions
Creation of an outline with
Dwell
time
action
nb.2:
Dwell
time
action
nb.1:
open menu
references
andactions
quotes
like a content
and
content
where user
Dwell time action nb.2:
focused on with more
like a content
attention (dwell time)

Emotion recognition
Dwell time patterns
calculation
Emotion recognition
Dwell time patterns
calculation
Dwell time patterns calculation along with emotion
recognition allows the reorganization and tagging of
Dwell
time
patterns
calculation
with emotion
content
based
on tendency
and along
trends.
recognition allows the reorganization and tagging of
content based on tendency and trends.

Dwell time patterns
calculation

Em

Dwell time patterns calculation along
recognition allows the reorganization
content based on tendency and trend

GRAPHIC IDENTITY SYSTEM

HI-FI WEBSITE PROTOTYPE

Visual Communication IV,
The University of Oklahoma
MERCHANDIZING COMPANY
WOM E N

WANDRLUST is the name of a

MEN

ACCE SSORIE S

WOME N

fictitious merchandise company
for which I created a brand and
developed a campaign set.
This page presents the home
page and product page
prototypes of the brand’s website.
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GRAPHIC IDENTITY SYSTEM
Visual Communication IV,
The University of Oklahoma
MERCHANDIZING COMPANY
WANDRLUST is the name of a

fictitious merchandise company
for which I created a brand and
developed a campaign set.
This page presents the user
interface of the brand’s mobile
application.

HI-FI MOBILE APPLICATION PROTOTYPE

INTERFACE DESIGN

HI-FI MOBILE APPLICATION PROTOTYPE

Visual Communication III,
The University of Oklahoma
DIGITAL INTERFACE DESIGN
For this redesign project, I first
documented my interaction with
the mobile application Tapingo
in its iOS version. Based on this
initial documentation, I then have
been able to critique, evaluate
and re-envision the functionality,
usability, hierarchy, simplicity
and style of the interface. Finally,
after completion of the sketches,
and following the instructor’s
feedback, I was able to move
forward with the interface to fully
investigate and design.
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Try our gourmet grilled cheese
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the Oklahoma Memorial Union.

Einstein Bros Bagels

DELIVERY
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Visual Communication III,
The University of Oklahoma
DIGITAL INTERFACE DESIGN
These are further user interface
considerations in regard to
development of the application
prototype.
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INTERFACE DESIGN
Typography II,
The University of Oklahoma
LEARNING APPLICATION
SMARTOUCH is a digital learning

application where students and
professors connect on the same
platform to enhance the student
learning experience inside and
outside the classroom.

DIGITAL INTERFACES

INTERFACE DESIGN

HI-FI MOBILE APPLICATION PROTOTYPE

Typography II,
The University of Oklahoma
LEARNING APPLICATION

SMARTOUCH

WELCOME BACK
Cycy

CHEM.

PHYS.

MATH.

SPAN.

H I S T.

MATH.

SPANISH
Next Lesson

Long time no see!
Let me help you
to study better.

Previous Lesson
Assignments
Performance
Messages

H I S T.

INTERFACE DESIGN
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Typography II,
The University of Oklahoma
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LEARNING APPLICATION
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INTERFACE DESIGN
Graduate Studio,
The University of Oklahoma
MUSEUM DIGITAL INTERFACE
This interface has been designed
as an interactive artifact for a
museum. On this interactive
piece, environmental issues are
looked at on lenses from the
atomic scale to the universe.

ATOMIC SCALE

DNA

SKIN

HUMAN

CITY

COUNTRY

EARTH

SPACE

Increase of radioactive particule

Alteration of genes

Increase of cancer

Death from air pollution

Air pollution

Desertification

Ressources Consumption

Space Debris

Increase of allergies

Death from dirty water

Dirty water

Deforestation

Emission of CO2

Increase of respiration diseases

Waste Produced

Increase of extreme weather
events

Hazardous Waste
Waster dumped in ocean

INTERFACE DESIGN
Graduate Studio,
The University of Oklahoma
MUSEUM DIGITAL INTERFACE
This interactive piece maps
out environmental issues on a
circular presentation representing
both the spatial dimension and
the possible cause-and-effect
relationships between specific
events.

Back

Deforestation

Problems

Solutions

Research

INTERFACE DESIGN
Graduate Studio,
The University of Oklahoma
MUSEUM DIGITAL INTERFACE
This interface provides
information regarding specific
events gathered from research
papers, scientific interviews and
any other users who can share
content or ideas that would
diminish the impact of these
issues.

Yearly Gain

52,000 SQUARE
KILOMETERS

Current deforestation

2.91827233

square kilometers of forests
have been cut down or burned
since you are on this page

Yearly Loss

130,000 SQUARE
KILOMETERS

Map View
Reasons of deforestation
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Video
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than dead
France 24
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Graduate Studio,
The University of Oklahoma
MUSEUM DIGITAL INTERFACE
ALIVE is the name of a museum

digital application using
augmented reality to extend the
experience of visitors inside and
outside the museum.

RESEARCH

KIT
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HI-FI MOBILE APPLICATION PROTOTYPE

Graduate Studio,
The University of Oklahoma
MUSEUM DIGITAL INTERFACE
ALIVE would generate

recommendations of artworks
that are related to the art
piece that a user is currently
experiencing. These suggestions
are based on the legends,
personages and painters related
with the art piece. This would
give the visitor different ways to
navigate the museum and thus
expand the range for possible
experiences.
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In Roman mythology, Venus
In Roman
was mythology,
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Venus was the
The Birth
of Venus
goddess of love, sex, beauty,
goddess
andoffertility.
love, sex, beauty, and fertility.
Botticelli
She was the Roman counterpart
She was the
to the
Roman counterpart to the

The Birth
of Venus
Botticelli

Greek Aphrodite.

Greek Aphrodite.

Venus and
Mars
Botticelli

Cupid

Cupid

Venus and
Mars
Botticelli

RELATED STORIES

RELATED STORIES

Roman mythology, Cupid
Roman
(Latin
mythology,
cupido, Cupid (Latin cupido,
Mars and
Venus
meaning "desire") is the
meaning
god of desire,
"desire") is the god of desire,
Titian
affection and erotic love.
affection
He is the
and
son
erotic
of love. He is the son of

Mars and
Venus
Titian

goddess Venus and godgoddess
Mars. Venus and god Mars.

The Return
from War
Rubens

The Return
from War
Rubens
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Graduate Studio,
The University of Oklahoma
MUSEUM DIGITAL INTERFACE
ALIVE also provides a richer and

deeper content for the general
public, students and art historians
doing research.

Venus and Adonis by
SIMON
VOUET
Venus
and
Adonis by SIMON VOUET

Venus and Adonis by SIMON
VOUET
Venus and
Adonis by SIMON VOUET

DESCRIPTION
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DESCRIPTION

DESCRIPTION
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BOOK DESIGN
Typography IV,
North Carolina State University
TRAVEL BOOK FOR DREAMERS
San Francisco is the name of a
travel book that visually inspires
hopeful travelers about the
destination of San Francisco
through the use of typography
only.
«San Francisco Has Only One
Drawback,—’Tis Hard To
Leave.»—R. Kipling.

MAP
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SPECULATIVE DESIGN
(left)
Visual Communication IV,
The University of Oklahoma
NANO LOVE
Concept of dating application
based on the chemical
composition of the human body.
(right)
Speculative design workshop,
North Carolina State University
NMD
Concept of a pill designed to
provide patients the control of
their own health from the confort
of their home.

NANO LOVE

NMD

EXPERIENTIAL DESIGN
Design as a Cultural Artifact,
North Carolina State University
AUGMENTED RESEARCH PROCESS
Augmented Research Process is
the result of an exploration after the
question “How much of a designer
should be present in his or her work?”.
Augmented Research Process is an
experiential design putting both the
design and research on the small
stage. With more and more complex
contemporary problems, the place
of the research behind any problemsolving situation is crucial. The goal of
this experimentation is to educate on
the importance of the design research
as the foundation of any project.
Augmented Research Process take
the stand of bringing the research and
design thinking process on the front end.

EXPERIENTIAL WALL

DESIGN MANIFESTO
Design as a Cultural Artifact,
North Carolina State University

I What Ways Can A Designer Be Present
In Her Work?

Designer’s research
Cellular view of the
bacteria growth

DESIGN THE PROCESS, EXPOSE
THE THING
The designer’s skin bacteria
growing on a microbial growth
media create a unique visible
artifact. On a different scale —
microscopic scale, the biological
processes behind the bacteria
growth are referencing the
research process behind the
work.
The biological process is here
used as a metaphor for the
creative process using analogies
referencing this natural process.
The bacteria growth represents
the visual artifact, the microbial
growth media is the environment
and context of creation and the
microscopic view is the process
as the necessary foundation of
the work.

Design Research

Design Thing

“Invisible”

Visible

The microscopic look at the bacteria colony allows to
reveal the process behind this biological life.
An analogy of the process of the designer behind his
work , the path of the research, the findings,
the discussions. Each
bateria represent
an idea, while resistant
bacteria represent
the elaborated work of the designer.

The microbial growth
medium represents the
context and the
environement having an
impact on the work of the
designer.

Design Research + Design Thing
The “New” Thing

Manifesto Design The Process, Expose The Thing

Representation through living organisms

I What Ways Can A Designer Be Present
In Her Work?

Designer’s Imprint
Visual outcome of the
bacterial growth

Design Research + Design Thing
The “New” Thing
Manifesto

Design The Process, Expose The Thing
CLÉMENT BORDAS

The designer’s skin bacteria growing in the petri
dish, suggests the idea of the designer literally
present in his/her work. This visible proof of the
growth also represent the imprint of the design, his
work that came out from the research but also his
background and experiences.

Design the Process.
Expose the thing.
A DESIGN MANIFESTO FROM THE BIOLOGICAL REALM
THIS POSTER IS PRESENTING A BIOLOGICAL WAY IN WHICH
THE DESIGNER COULD BE PRESENT IN HIS WORK. THE DESIGNER’S SKIN
BACTERIA GROWING ON A MICROBIAL GROWTH MEDIA TO CREATE A
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EXPERIMENTATION

DEFINING THE SITUATION

DISCOVERY AND CREATION

GENETICALLY DESIGNED
THE TOOLS

GENETICALLY DESIGN IN PRACTICE
Implement your content to conceptualize our
Genetically Designed framework while learing

DESIGN RESEARCH

about designing for complexity,creativity and

LO-FI PROTOTYPES

design processes.
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Design as a Cultural Artifact,
North Carolina State University

REFLECTION-IN-ACTION

CARE, PLAY, EXPLORE

RECOMBINE

CARE, PLAY?REFLECTION-IN-ACTION
EXPLORE

GENETICALLY DESIGNED

GENETICALLY DESIGNED

Directive presentation of the information
and the concept

GENETICALLY DESIGNED

Genetically Designed is a unified system of
theories combined into a digital toolkit to

How can designers integrate
the use of machine-learningenhanced-systems within their
process to help them embrace
and value complexity as the
nature of contemporary (design)
problems?

help design students embrace complexity
within their creative design research and
intersdisciplinary work and
studies to facilitate and
1

cross-disciplinary research and

Genetically Designed is a unified system of

collaboration. “Artists and designers have been

theories combined into a digital toolkit to

resource for materials and

within their creative design research and

knowledge useful for cultural

individual flow. Genetically Designed supports

parctices.” Arzu Ozkal
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Need for more
engagement and practice

studies to facilitate and
encourage richer
cross-disciplinary research and
collaboration. “Artists and designers have been
looking at the sciences as a
resource for materials and
knowledge useful
for cultural
4

3

parctices.” Arzu Ozkal

DEFINING THE SITUATION

This process behind Genetically Designed came from a

The design research process occurs when a designer is

reference to genetic recombination to expose the benefit

facing a design situation, with remarkable awareness and

of embracing complexity in design research.

inclusiveness, in order to help embrace the complexity and

The process of genetic recombination is allowing us to be
born as a unique individual and thus bringing diversity to

Exploring and welcoming the complexity of any design

our world. Without genetic recombination, we humans,

situations is allowing the creation of rich, diverse, various

would all be the same. Having this thought in mind, we

and surprinsingly highly creative design experiences.

3

4

Online Toolkit
GENETICALLY DESIGNED
THE PROCESS

To approach/grasp the
concept and model

EXPERIMENTATION

DISCOVERY AND CREATION

DEFINING THE SITUATION

TYPE IN + RETURN = ONE IDEA, CONCEPT, REFERENCE

project genesis

To apply and conceptualize the
design for complexity model

re-applied this idea of recombination to the design

EXPERIMENTATION

DISCOVERY AND CREATION

research in order to embrace the complexity that will
make every concepts unique while enhancing the designer
individual flow. The following framework represents our
model.

GENETICALLY DESIGNED
THE TOOLS

Design Research Process
Informed by Science

GENETICALLY DESIGN IN PRACTICE
Implement your content to conceptualize our
Genetically Designed framework while learing

GENETICALLY DESIGNED

THE TOOLS
Experimentation,
Creativity
GENETICALLY DESIGN IN PRACTICE

The Creative Mind, Myths
and mechanisms,
Margaret A. Boden

MONDAY, OCTOBER 30, 2017

Implement your content to conceptualize our

about designing for complexity,creativity and

1

Genetically Designed framework while learing

design processes.

about designing for complexity,creativity and
design processes.

2

BioType,
Genetic Recombination
Tricia Treacy, Arzu Ozkal, et al.
(own agency)

DEFINING THE SITUATION

Genetically Designed supports
interdisciplinary work and studies
to facilitate and encourage richer
cross-disciplinary research and
collaboration.
«Artists and designers have
been looking at the sciences
as a resource for materials and
knowledge useful for cultural
practices.» —Arzu Ozkal

RECOMBINE
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intersdisciplinary work and
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THE PROCESS

DISCOVER AND DESIGN

EXPERIMENT

1

help design students embrace complexity

to help the designer be surprinsingly creative.

Genetically Designed is a unified
system of theories combined into
a digital toolkit to help design
students embrace complexity
within their creative design
research and flow.

2

looking at the sciences as a
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New level of randomness and
surprise to the creative process
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I What Ways Can A Designer Be Present
In HerGENETICALLY
Work? DESIGNED

In what ways can the metaphorical visualization
and thingy-zation of the genetic diversity and
variability inform the designer's research process?

Design Research + Design Thing
The “New” Thing
1

Genetically Designed is a unified system of

In what ways can the nature of the genetic
diversity be used as a metaphor to help
the designer embrace this complexity to
become part of the nature of his/her practice?

CARE, PLAY?REFLECTION-IN-ACTION
EXPLORE

Natural/biological processes
informing Design processes

2

RECOMBINE

Manifesto

Complexity = Creative Diversity

within their creative design research and

Design The Process, Expose The Thing
individual flow. Genetically Designed supports

DISCOVER AND DESIGN

In what ways can the nature of the genetic
diversity be used as a metaphor to help
the designer embrace this complexity to
become part of the nature of his/her practice?

RECOMBINE

CARE, PLAY? EXPLORE

Flow Theory

Concept of creativity within this complexity

Towards A Design For Complexity Model

Collaboration between multiple agencies

EXPERIMENT

theories combined into a digital toolkit to
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project genesis
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project genesis

to help the designer be surprinsingly creative.
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and surprinsingly highly creative design experiences.
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I What Ways Can A Designer Be Present
In Her Work?
EXPERIMENT

Design Research + Design Thing
The “New” Thing
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Manifesto
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Design The Process, Expose The Thing

DISCOVER AND DESIGN

RECOMBINE

In what ways can the metaphorical visualization
and thingy-zation of the genetic diversity and
variability inform the designer's research process?
CARE, PLAY? EXPLORE

Natural/biological processes
informing Design processes
Complexity = Creative Diversity

In what ways can the nature of the genetic
diversity be used as a metaphor to help
the designer embrace this complexity to
become part of the nature of his/her practice?
RECOMBINE

DISCOVER AND DESIGN

In what ways can the nature of the genetic
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Flow Theory

Concept of creativity within this complexity

Towards A Design For Complexity Model
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DESIGN RESEARCH
Design as a Cognitive Artifact
North Carolina State University
STEM FARMS
Schema studies provide an interesting
framework to explore the acceptance
of in vitro meat. Schema analogies
make the strange familiar by
introducing something that we can
relate to and compare it to something
we aren’t familiar with. The opposite
is also true; they can make the familiar
strange by using new insights and
creating unrelated or unexpected
connections. Schema extends the
range of interaction we can have with
things and allows us to engage in more
dense communication and interaction.
For instance, I positioned in vitro meat
production within the narrative realm
to introduce schemas that provide
information on aspects of in vitro
meat production. My narrative takes
place in a future era where people’s
receptivity, as defined by David Rose’s
Audience Receptivity Gradient, ranges
from accepting ideas to becoming an
advocate for the cause. What if in vitro
meat production has matured to the
point that it is commonplace?
I explored schemas that used science,
education, tourism, cosmetics,
agriculture, food conception and
distribution, and design as sources of
familiar artifacts to introduce the user
to in vitro meat production concepts.

NARRATIVE INFOGRAPHIC

environment, the electrivity and
mechanical movement produced when
you work out is used to create the
perfect balance of tension and pulse to
grow the meat faster and bigger.

DESIGN RESEARCH

NARRATIVE INFOGRAPHIC

Design as a Cognitive Artifact
North Carolina State University

THE MEAT PIPE

SAVE THE CELL

I explored schemas that used science,
education, tourism, cosmetics,
agriculture, food conception and
distribution, and design as sources of
familiar artifacts to introduce the user
to in vitro meat production concepts.

CONNECT YOUR KITCHEN APPLIANCES TO

THE MEAT PIPE

GET CONNECTED

Schema studies provide an interesting
framework to explore the acceptance
of in vitro meat. Schema analogies
make the strange familiar by
introducing something that we can
relate to and compare it to something
we aren’t familiar with. The opposite
is also true; they can make the familiar
strange by using new insights and
creating unrelated or unexpected
connections. Schema extends the
range of interaction we can have with
things and allows us to engage in more
dense communication and interaction.
For instance, I positioned in vitro meat
production within the narrative realm
to introduce schemas that provide
information on aspects of in vitro
meat production. My narrative takes
place in a future era where people’s
receptivity, as defined by David Rose’s
Audience Receptivity Gradient, ranges
from accepting ideas to becoming an
advocate for the cause. What if in vitro
meat production has matured to the
point that it is commonplace?

quality meat in your pipe.

Getting connected to the meat pipe
changes the way you get your food.

Create the meat combinations you love
thanks to our multi-faceted kitchen
appliances in the convenience of your
home.

Convenient, and in the comfort of
your home, getting food has
never been this easy.

Flavor your meat, decide the shape you
want, cook it, freeze it, drink it, love it!
*Requires a meat pipe and the Meathical Gym Pass

GAIN MUSCLES, GROW MEAT.
INTRODUCING

MEATHICAL GYM
In the in-vitro meat production, your
role is crucial. To respect our loved
environment, the electrivity and
mechanical movement produced when
you work out is used to create the
perfect balance of tension and pulse to
grow the meat faster and bigger.

LOVE THE CALF

SAVE THE CELL

CONNECT YOUR KITCHEN APPLIANCES TO
When nature and science came together
in the most respectful way, we obtained
the most precious stem cells to
generate the best in-vitro meat for
generations.

THE MEAT PIPE
Create the meat combinations you love
thanks to our multi-faceted kitchen
appliances in the convenience of your
home.

Work out, reach your monthly distance
goal and be assured of receiving the best
quality meat in your pipe.

DESIGN RESEARCH
Design as a Cognitive Artifact
North Carolina State University
STEM INDUSTRY ADS
Schema studies provide an interesting
framework to explore the acceptance
of in vitro meat. Schema analogies
make the strange familiar by
introducing something that we can
relate to and compare it to something
we aren’t familiar with. The opposite
is also true; they can make the familiar
strange by using new insights and
creating unrelated or unexpected
connections. Schema extends the
range of interaction we can have with
things and allows us to engage in more
dense communication and interaction.
For instance, I positioned in vitro meat
production within the narrative realm
to introduce schemas that provide
information on aspects of in vitro
meat production. My narrative takes
place in a future era where people’s
receptivity, as defined by David Rose’s
Audience Receptivity Gradient, ranges
from accepting ideas to becoming an
advocate for the cause. What if in vitro
meat production has matured to the
point that it is commonplace?
I explored schemas that used science,
education, tourism, cosmetics,
agriculture, food conception and
distribution, and design as sources of
familiar artifacts to introduce the user
to in vitro meat production concepts.

SPECULATIVE ADVERTISEMENT

